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SOUND MEDICINE MAN · CEREMONIAL MASTER · MULTI INSTRUMENTALIST
Producer and Performer of Sacred World Music

Kailash Kokopelli is recognized as a cross-cultural bridge-maker, medicine person and humanitarian
artist working with people of all walks, weaving ancient and future traditions through ceremonial
medicine music & sound healing.

Through deep explorations of the healing effect of sound, Kokopelli has developed a unique sound
medicine transmission through the Native American Prayer Flute, the Australian Aboriginal Didgeridoo,
overtone and spirit chanting, crystal singing bowls, ceremonial spoken word and prayer works.
Kokopelli weaves shamanic elements into his unique SACRED WORLD MUSIC known
also as MEDICINE MUSIC.
Inspired by uncountable ceremonies with indigenous medicine people, Kailash developed the skill
to guide people to source within where self-healing processes are being initiated.
The ceremonial weddings, event opening and cacao ceremonies are on high demand due to the
authentic loving, sacred and playful presence of Kokopelli.
As one of the first European Didgeridoo Players and Medicine Music producers Kailash Kokopelli is a
leading pioneer exploring the healing effect of sound since the early 90’s. He has gathered over 30 years
of experience through countless individual and group sound medicine treatments as well as performing
ceremonial Medicine Music Concerts worldwide opening a field of grace where miracles can take place.
Besides his Sound Medicine education, treatment and research work Kailash also teaches
KACHIMO Healing Chi Movements and sacred SONGDANCES.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Being a skillful musician and medicine man Kailash Kokopelli offers a wide range of possibilities
to add value to your private or public event / festival:

» Sacred World Music / Medicine Music (Concert)

60 to 90 min of Sacred World Music performance accompanied by internationally renowned
musicians such as master percussionist Denis Kucherov (www.jaggai.com)

» Sound Medicine / Sound Healing Journey

2 to 3h sound medicine transmission to journey deep to source within on healing soundscapes
of ancient instruments (ceremonial setting, people are lying down to experience the power of
healing sound initiating self-healing processes)

» Cacao Ceremony

1 to 3h Cacao Ceremony including elements of Medicine Music and Sound Healing Journey/
Sound Medicine

» Songdance (Workshop)

45 - 90 min workshop of Kokopelli’s Songdances used to enter semi trance states of expanded
awareness and interconnectedness

» Healing Chi Movements (Workshop)

In a 45 - 90 min workshop Kokopelli teaches how to playfully and poetically generate and
cultivate Prana / Chi through breath, movement and visualizations strengthening the vital force

» Sweat Lodge

3-4h Sweat Lodge purification ceremony with healing steam, prayer and song

INSTRUMENTS
The Native American Prayer Flute and the Australian Didgeridoo are Kokopelli’s main Instruments.
Carrying a rich patina of hundreds of healing concerts and individual sound healing treatments his
instruments are sacred tools that initiate self healing processes.
The sound of his unique String Instruments carry his Heartsongs, healing mantras and sung prayers into
the world as an invitation to practice the Yoga of Song and sing along to co-create a unified energy field.
The Indian Shrooti Box accompanies his Overtone Chanting and Mantra Invocations.
The healing sound of Crystal Singing Bowls opens our crown to connect with the higher dimensional field
of pure consciousness while the Heartbeat of the Medicine Drum calls us back to our roots and ancestors
reminding us to listen to the song of the heart as the compass for guidance.

MUSIC
His music can be found on Soundcloud and Spotify.
Currently Kokopelli is working on his 12th album „Morningstar“.
Songs like the HEALING SONG, WALKING TREE and ABOVE & BELOW
are sung in festivals and gatherings around the globe.
Kailash Kokopelli is performing on invitation worldwide and has touched many
thousand people with his healing Sound Medicine and Sacred World Music.
https://linktr.ee/kailash.kokopelli

SOCIAL MEDIA
www.instagram.com/kailash.kokopelli
www.facebook.com/kailashsacredworldmusic
www.youtube.com/kailashkokopelli
www.soundcloud.com/kokopelli-kailash
Kailash.Kokopelli on Spotify

